Isothermal and shock compression of high density ammonium nitrate and ammonium perchlorate AIP Conf.
INTRODUCTION
The shock loading and unloading of silicate geological materials are of interest for the description of impact and explosively driven shock waves in crustal rock. Shock propagation in quartz have been studied extensively at pressures up to 650 GPa by Trunin et al [1] , Al'tshuler et al [2] , Wackerle [3] and Fowles [4] . Release isentropes have been measured by Grady et al [5] in quartz-bearing rock, Grady and Murri [6] in feldspar, and by Poderets et al [7] and Chhabildas [8, 9] in single crystal quartz. It has been found that the phase transition from quartz to stishovite occurs in mixed phase region from 14 to 40 GPa. Upon isentropic release, the high density phase does not immediately undergo the reverse transformation to the low density quartz phase. Recently, Swegle [10] constructed a thermodynamically consistent mixed phase model which can be used to analyze loading and unloading shock wave data in quartz-bearing rocks and reported several data for granite and rhyolite. The release behavior of rhyolite was previously less well studied. We conducted a series of release isentrope measurements on rhyolite, using a VISAR [11] to monitor the 9 1994 American Institute of Physics compression and release particle velocities of an A1 buffer bonded to a rhyolite sample. Numerical simulations with WONDY code [12] were conducted and used to fit the data. The Eulerian sound velocity of rhyolite at high pressure in one reverse ballistic experiment was also determined.
EXPERIMENTS
The VISAR used in the present experiments incorporated the push-pull modification [13] for improved signal quality. The time resolution of the data are -3 ns and the velocity precision -1%. Two type of experiments have been conducted .... forward and reverse ballistic. The forward ballistic target assembly (Figure l a) consists of an aluminum driver plate (2 mm thick), a rhyolite target (6 mm thick), a diffuse reflecting A12024 or A16061 buffer (0.8 mm thick) and a LiF window (12 mm thick). The flyer plate used are A12024 (5 nun thick) and W (4 mm thick). For the reverse ballistic experiment, the flyer plate was rhyolite and it impacted the A16061 buffer directly (Figure lb) . Table 1 The forward ballistic experimental results are shown in Figure 2 . At low pressure 6 GPa, the shock wave front rises very slowly (-280 ns), make it very difficult to determine the elastic precursor's amplitude. The observed low amplitude precursor is due to the strength of the A1 buffer. As pressure increases, the shock front rise-time becomes shorter. For shock pressures >9 GPa, the wave front becomes nearly a step function. The long rise time at low pressures arises from heterogeneity of the rhyolite sample. The grain size is up to a few millimeters. The particle velocities at the shock wave plateau and WONDY code and Swegle's mixed-phase model. The strength of rhyolite is obtained from a streak camera experiment which provided the Hugoniot elastic limit of 2.8 GPa. Rhyolite is assumed frozen during release region (that is, when pressure decreases, high density phase will not transform back to low density phase). The mixed phase region is chosen as 5-41 GPa. A reversible model is also used, but the frozen model best fits the experimental particle velocity profile ( Figure  3) . In our simulation model, the sample porosity is closed when pressure reaches 1 GPa. Rhyolite parameters used in the simulation are given in Table 2 . Dynamic strength Yo, bulk modulus Ko and its derivative Ko' are obtained from our impedance match [14] experiments. The experimental particle profile and simulation for the reverse ballistic experiment is shown in Figure 2d . The oscillation of the particle velocity at the shock wave plateau reflects the heterogeneity of the sample. The clear onset of the release wave makes it possible to calculate the sound velocity of rhyolite at high pressure. The high pressure sound velocity of A16061 is provided by Duffy [15] . The Eulerian sound velocity for this shot was determined to be 5.6 km/s at 8.7 GPa. Due to the heterogeneity of the sample, it is unclear whether this is a longitudinal or bulk release wave. Figure 4 shows the simulation of the isentropic release trajectories of rhyolite from Hugoniot states similar to our experiments on the pressure volume plane. The hysteric frozen release behavior can cause strong attenuation of shock wave propagation.
CONCLUSIONS
Like quartz and granite, rhyolite appears to have release isentrope trajectory which is frozen up to 33 GPa. Sample heterogeneity causes slow wave front rise at low shock pressures. Particle velocity oscillation has been observed at the shock wave plateau. Eulerian sound velocity of rhyolite at shock pressure 8.7 GPa is determined with a reverse ballistic experiment.
